AMERICA AND EGYPT;
DUAL PROPHECY PARALLEL JUDGMENTS OF
THESE TWO MIGHTY KINGDOMS (ISAIAH 47)
By George Lujack

This article will chronicle and [INTERPRET] the correlation and dual
prophecy parallel judgments of America and Egypt; two proud nations
whose people thought that their powerful kingdoms would never cease.
ISAIAH 47:1-15 (NKJV):
“Come down and sit in the dust, O virgin daughter of Babylon [AMERICA
IS A DAUGHTER NATION OF ENGLAND AND A SPIRITUAL
DAUGHTER OF CATHOLICISM / PROTESTANTISM]; sit on the ground
without a throne, O daughter of the Chaldeans! For you shall no more be
called tender and delicate. Take the millstones and grind meal [AMERICA
WILL BE THROWN DOWN SYMBOLICALLY BY A GREAT
MILLSTONE, WITH VIOLENCE – REVELATION 18:21].
Remove your veil, take off the skirt, uncover the thigh, pass through the
rivers [AMERICA AND EGYPT BOTH BECAME SEXUALLY
IMMORAL NATIONS; AMERICA IS DIVIDED BY RIVERS (ISAIAH
18:2,7) AND THE NILE RIVER RUNS THROUGH EGYPT]. Your
nakedness [SEXUAL IMMORALITY] shall be uncovered, yes, your shame
[SIN] will be seen; I will take vengeance, and I will not arbitrate with a
man.” As for our Redeemer, YHWH (the Lord) of hosts is His name, the
Holy One [YESHUA (JESUS)] of Israel.
“Sit in silence, and go into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans
[AMERICA]; for you shall no longer be called the Lady of Kingdoms
LADY LIBERTY – LEADER OF THE FREE WORLD]. I was angry with
My people [THE HEBREWS – AFTER THEY CAST JOSEPH IN A PIT
AND SOLD HIM AS A SLAVE TO EGYPT – GENESIS 37]; I have
profaned My inheritance, and given them [THE HEBREWS] into your
[EGYPT’S] hand. You showed them [THE HEBREWS] no mercy; on the
elderly you laid your yoke [IN THE MUD PITS] very heavily.

And you [AMERICA] said, ‘I shall be a lady [WORLD LEADER] forever,’
so that you did not take these things to heart [THE LESSON OF THE
PLAGUES AGAINST THE EGYPTIANS], nor remember the latter end of
them [THE EGYPTIAN MILITARY DROWNED IN THE RED SEA].
“Therefore hear this now, you [AMERICANS] who are given to pleasures,
who dwell securely [IN AMERICA], who say in your heart, ‘I am
[MIGHTY], and there is no one else [MIGHTY] besides me; I shall not sit
as a widow [HELPLESS NATION], nor shall I know the loss of children
[THROUGH WAR]’; but these two things shall come to you in a moment,
in one day: the loss of children, and widowhood [AMERICA WILL BE
DESTROYED IN ONE HOUR - REVELATION 18; EGYPT WAS
DEVASTATED BY THE LOSS OF ALL THEIR FIRSTBORN (EXODUS
12:29) AND THEIR MILITARY WAS DESTROYED WHEN PURSUING
THE HEBREWS INTO THE RED SEA (EXODUS 14:26-28)]. They shall
come upon [ATTACK] you in their fullness, because of the multitude of
your sorceries [SINS], for the great abundance of your enchantments
[SEXUAL IMMORALITY]. For you have trusted in your wickedness; You
have said, ‘No one sees me’; your wisdom and your knowledge have warped
you [PROFESSING TO BE WISE, THEY BECAME FOOLS – ROMANS
1:22]; ‘I am [MIGHTY], and there is no one else [MIGHTY] besides me.’
Therefore evil shall come upon you; you shall not know from where it
arises. And trouble shall fall upon you; you will not be able to put it off.
And desolation shall come upon you suddenly [IN ONE HOUR –
REVELATION 18:10-19], which you shall not know.
Stand now with your enchantments [SEXUAL IMMORALITY] and the
multitude of your sorceries [SINS], in which you have labored from your
youth—perhaps you will be able to profit, perhaps you will prevail. You are
wearied in the multitude of your counsels [AMERICA AND EGYPT RELY
ON MANY COUNSILS – GENESIS 41:8; EXODUS 7:11; JEREMIAH
51:57]; let now the astrologers, the stargazers, and the monthly
prognosticators stand up and save you from what shall come upon you
[AMERICA AND EGYPT WERE INFLUENCED BY ASTROLOGERS].
Behold, they shall be as stubble [AMERICA AFTER ITS NUCLEAR
HOLOCAUST], the fire shall burn them; they shall not deliver themselves
from the power of the flame; it shall not be a coal to be warmed by, nor a
fire to sit before [THERE WILL BE NO SURVIVING THE NUCLEAR
FIRES]! Thus shall they be to you with whom you have labored, your
merchants from your youth; they shall wander each one to his quarter
[AMERICAN AND EGYPTIAN TRADE MERCHANTS RETREAT
BACK TO THEIR OWN NATIONS AFTER THESE GREAT TRADE
COUNTRIES WERE DESTROYED – JEREMIAH 50:16; REVELATION
18:11-19,23]. No one [NATION] shall save you.
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You are wearied in the multitude of your counsels; Let now the astrologers, the stargazers, and
the monthly prognosticators stand up and save you from what shall come upon you. -Isaiah 47:13.
Egypt and America, countries knowledgeable in astrology, stargazing, and horoscope forecasts.
American astronomers, cosmologists, and theoretical physicists often deny the existence of God.

In one day, in one hour, in a moment America the great (Babylon the great) will be destroyed.
-Isaiah 47:9-11, Revelation 18:10-19.
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